
www.e55c.com

CHARGING
STATIONS IN YOUR
COMMUNITY
WITHOUT
INVESTING 



IT'S FREE

Our operator-investor business
model allows cities to offer a quality
and fully interoperable charging
service with the latest standards
without any investment from the city.
E55C is growing a charging stations
network by investing in
infrastructures and getting revenues
for charging sessions. This avoids
cities the need to mobilize budgetary
resources for network management
and maintenance.

IT’S SIMPLE AND WITHOUT ANY
COMMITMENT
E55C offers you a simple legal model
that can be implemented in a few
weeks. 
You can end the partnership at any
time without any compensation.

Our network is fully interoperable. This
gives the user the possibility to charge his
vehicle on the E55C charging station,
regardless of the mobility operator he has
chosen without prerequisites. This
approach makes it possible to offer a
service accessible to all and to guarantee
an intuitive and adapted charging
experience for everyone.

INTEROPERABILITY AND
SUPERVISION 

Install
charging
stations in
your city

IT'S RELIABLE

CONTACT US
+33 9 75 89 15 01
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Our expertise in innovation and
remote charging stations
management, we guarantee fast
installation and effective
supervision. 
Our economic model is based on the
use of charging stations, it is the
guarantee for constant functioning
and represents a guarantee of
reliability.

Offer a premium service at a
competitive price to your citizen



FIRST CONTACT 

We listen to your community’s needs
and we determine with you the best
ways to match them. (We agree with
you on charging stations locations,
number of charging points, type of
charging station, etc.).

AUTORISATION
D'OCCUPATION TEMPORAIRE 

To do so, we contractualize through a
simple legal model: the Autorisation
Temporaire du Domaine Public. 

WE TAKE CARE OF EVERYTHING

The steps

We carry all the investments related
to the deployment of charging
stations and guarantee an effective
supervision.
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+33 9 75 89 15 01

contact@e55c.com

e55c.com

Espace des Lices, 9 Bld Louis Blanc 
Saint-Tropez

Contact us


